
BELMOND AND DIOR LAUNCH
‘LE JARDIN DES RÊVES DIOR’ SPA

AT GRAND HOTEL TIMEO, A BELMOND HOTEL,
TAORMINA

_________

JUNE 2023 – Belmond unveils a partnership with Dior for a new wellness experience in the legendary gardens of
Grand Hotel Timeo, A Belmond Hotel, Taormina, in celebration of the iconic property’s 150 year anniversary. From
June to October 2023, the hotel’s storied gardens will welcome two Dior treehouse treatment cabins perched in
the majestic cypress trees, offering guests exclusive skincare treatments in a verdant oasis, overlooking the sea.

In Timeo’s six-acre gardens, designed by English gardener and pioneering wildlife conservationist Florence
Trevelyan at the end of XIX century, many artists and writers have foundmeditative peace and inspiration over the
last 150 years. Today Grand Hotel Timeo and Dior Spa are fostering the same spirit, inviting guests to enjoy a
moment of wellbeing in the hotel’s lush enclave.

LUXURIOUS WELLNESS COCOONS AMONGST THE CYPRESS TREES

Guests are invited to climb a few steps up a wooden staircase to access two highly sophisticated tree-house
treatment cabins, one double and one single, perched in the cypress trees. These vibrant green wooden
treehouses are elevated with the famous toile de jouy curtains, in a matching shade.



The decor takes inspiration from the fragrant flora and fauna which envelopes the pop-up spa. Maria Grazia Chiuri,
Creative Director of Dior, has reimagined the iconic Dior fabric decorating the cabins in a bold leaf-green to blend
seamlessly with the lush surroundings. The Dior toile de Jouy wallpaper, the bamboo seating and the modern
design lamps with brushed brass finishes, create an intimate and refined atmosphere.

Each cabin, designed by Thirtyone Design + Management, has its own individual terrace with sea views complete
with a parasol in matching fabric, rattan furniture and plants, offering guests the privacy to extend this moment of
well-being in absolute serenity.

ICONIC TREATMENTS TAKEN TO NEW HEIGHTS

The menu of signature face and body treatments draws on the skills and expertise of Dior skincare, created to help
the skin and senses blossom during the summer. The signature Dolce Vita solar glow face and body one-hour
treatment ensures a perfectly enhanced and extended sun tan. Depending on the time of the treatment, it
concludes with either a head-to-toe application of protective sun cream, lotion or oil before sun exposure, or with a
soothing after-sun balm or shimmering oil, at the end of the day.

Beauty-enhancing treatments, all characterised by the iconic Dior techniques that combine the best of traditional
Eastern and Western methods with powerful, targeted movements, include: Dior Prestige Haute Précision, a
major holistic face treatment using the Dior prestige line and combining the regenerative power of the Granville
Rose with enveloping massage techniques to blend pleasure with visible correction of the signs of age; and
Constellation, a deeply relaxing holistic body massage , for perfect harmony between body andmind.

GRAND HOTEL TIMEO, THE FRONT ROW TO SICILY’S ETERNAL BEAUTY

When Grand Hotel Timeo, A Belmond Hotel, opened its doors in 1873, it not only became Taormina's very first
hotel, but also quickly rose to fame as a pioneer in putting Sicily on the map. Boasting captivating views of nearby
Mount Etna and adjoining the ancient Greek theatre, the hotel's unique blend of history and mystique inspired
great works of art and literature for years to come.Ideally located near the lively town centre, Mazzaro Bay and the
most beautiful beaches in the country, it has attracted illustrious artists such as Klimt, Klee, Wagner, Tennessee
Williams and D.H. Lawrence, who stayed there while he wrote Lady Chatterley’s Lover. Hollywood’s elite, from Cary
Grant to Elizabeth Taylor and Audrey Hepburn, also succumbed to its charms. To honour its history while also
looking to the future, this legendary hotel, celebrates its Italian culture with enchanting outdoor spaces, and a
deep respect for sustainability and plant protection. Meanwhile, its Michelin-starred restaurant, run by Executive
Chef Roberto Toro, revisits traditional Sicilian dishes. Throughout the entire summer, this Italian destination will
provide the perfect setting for an exclusive Dior spa concept.

ENDS



NOTES TO EDITORS

Info and prices on treatments can be downloaded here.
Images of ‘Le Jardin des Revês Dior’ at the Timeo can be downloaded here (photo credit "Pierre Mouton for Parfums Christian Dior")

For more information, please contact:

Alexa Withers, Senior Manager - Global Product Communications - alexa.withers@belmond.com
Aya Aroukatos, Manager - Global Product Communications - anastasia.aroukatos@belmond.com

Alessandra Lo Re, PR Manager Area Sicily - alessandra.lore@belmond.com

Please visit the Belmond Media Hub

_________

ABOUT BELMOND

Belmond has been a pioneer of exceptional luxury travel for over 45 years, building a passion for authentic escapes into a portfolio of
one-of-a-kind experiences in some of the world’s most inspiring destinations.

Since the acquisition of the iconic Hotel Cipriani in Venice in 1976, Belmond has continued to perpetuate the legendary art of travel, taking
discerning global travellers on breathtaking journeys. Its portfolio extends across 24 countries with 50 remarkable properties that include
the illustrious Venice Simplon-Orient-Express train, remote beach retreats like Cap Juluca in Anguilla, Italian hideaways such as Splendido
in Portofino, or unrivalled gateways to world natural wonders such as Hotel das Cataratas inside Brazil’s Iguassu National Park. From trains
to river barges, safari lodges to hotels, each unique property offers an incomparable experience with its own story to tell. The essence of the
Belmond brand is built upon its heritage, craftsmanship and genuine, authentic service. Belmond sees its role as custodians of timeless

heritage, dedicated to preserving its assets through sensitive ongoing restoration plans. Belmond is part of the world’s leading luxury group
LVMHMoët Hennessy Louis Vuitton.

Belmond.com

INSTAGRAM: BELMOND GRAND HOTEL TIMEO

ABOUT DIOR

“Christian Dior described himself as a fashion and perfume designer. The House of Dior, founded in 1946, changed the face of ladies’ style forever when
its New Look was unveiled in the halls of 30 Avenue Montaigne on February 12, 1947. The revolutionary look was accompanied by a fragrance, Miss Dior,
the finishing touch designed to “leave a trail of desire in a woman’s wake”. This timeless perfume was the first fragrance created by a visionary brand

which invented the concept of global beauty with its Rouge Dior and subsequent cosmetic lines. The current-day trustees of this legendary expertise –
Francis Kurkdjian, Perfume Creation Director, and Peter Philips, Creative and Image Director for Dior Makeup – are the heirs to Christian Dior’s

perfectionism.
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